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Abstract After smoke from burning biomass is emitted into the atmosphere, chemical and physical
processes change the composition and amount of organic aerosol present in the aged, diluted plume.
During the fourth Fire Lab at Missoula Experiment, we performed smog‐chamber experiments to investigate
formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) and multiphase oxidation of primary organic aerosol (POA).
We simulated atmospheric aging of diluted smoke from a variety of biomass fuels while measuring
particle composition using high‐resolution aerosol mass spectrometry. We quantified SOA formation using a
tracer ion for low‐volatility POA as a reference standard (akin to a naturally occurring internal standard).
These smoke aging experiments revealed variable organic aerosol (OA) enhancements, even for smoke from
similar fuels and aging mechanisms. This variable OA enhancement correlated well with measured
differences in the amounts of emitted volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that could subsequently be
oxidized to form SOA. For some aging experiments, we were able to predict the SOA production to within a
factor of 2 using a fuel‐specific VOC emission inventory that was scaled by burn‐specific toluene
measurements. For fires of coniferous fuels that were dominated by needle burning, volatile biogenic
compounds were the dominant precursor class. For wiregrass fires, furans were the dominant SOA
precursors. We used a POA tracer ion to calculate the amount of mass lost due to gas‐phase oxidation and
subsequent volatilization of semivolatile POA. Less than 5% of the POA mass was lost via multiphase
oxidation‐driven evaporation during up to 2 hr of equivalent atmospheric oxidation.
Plain Language Summary We measured aging of biomass‐burning smoke at the Missoula Fire
Laboratory. The smoke was from various fuels containing green foliage as well as some grasses. We observed
significant changes in the mass spectra from the particles, and were also in many cases able to describe
formation of additional (secondary) mass to within about a factor of 2 based on measured emissions of
volatile organic compounds. However, we show that the amount of secondary mass depends heavily on the
type of biomass fuel (green foliated branches vs dried firewood vs grasses, etc).
1. Introduction
Biomass burning is the second largest source of nonmethane volatile organic compounds (VOCs) on Earth
(Akagi et al., 2011; Bond et al., 2013; Reid et al., 2005). After emission, these VOCs are diluted bymixing with
background air and may subsequently be oxidized. Some compounds that result from the oxidation of these
VOCs have sufficiently low volatility to partition into the particle phase; they are known as secondary
organic aerosol (SOA; Donahue et al., 2009; Hallquist et al., 2009; Jimenez et al., 2009; Odum et al., 1996).
SOA affects important particle characteristics like size, optical properties, and atmospheric lifetimes and
contributes significantly to the burden of particulate matter mass. It is thus important to understand and
be able to accurately predict SOA formation. Because biomass smoke also contains substantial primary
organic aerosol (POA), SOA formation has been measured in part by calculating the enhancement in total
organic aerosol (OA) resulting from atmospheric aging (Akagi et al., 2012; Hennigan et al., 2011;
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Yokelson et al., 2009). The OA enhancement is commonly reported in field measurements; it is defined as
the ratio of OA mass after aging to the OA mass before aging (the POA) and usually utilizes a functionally
inert chemical tracer to account for dilution (Aiken et al., 2010; Bian et al., 2015; Reid et al., 1998;
Yokelson et al., 2009).
Cubison et al. (2011) provided an excellent overview of OA enhancements observed in field observations
affected by biomass burning. They report an average OA enhancement of 1.19 but also emphasize the range
of OA enhancements that have been reported with the standard deviation of 0.18. Early measurements of
biomass burning aerosol in Brazil by Reid et al. (1998) showed OAmass enhancements of 1.2–1.4 and specu-
lated that much of the initial growth occurred during the initial few hours. Yokelson et al. (2009) measured
the OA mass in a biomass burning smoke plume in the Yucatan, Mexico. After 1.5 hr of aging, and account-
ing for dilution using carbon monoxide as a conserved tracer, they reported a doubling of OA mass (OA
enhancement = 2.0), suggesting significant condensation of SOA. After 2.5 hr of aging in southern Africa,
one team reported an OA enhancement of 4 (Vakkari et al., 2014). Decarlo et al. (2010) reported an OA
enhancement of ~1.32–1.44 within the first few hours, and up to a day, during the MILAGRO campaign.
In contrast, measurements of biomass burning aerosol in West Africa by Capes et al. (2008) reported no
enhancement in OA (OA enhancement = 1.) Other field measurements have observed little or no increase
in OA mass, although the OA almost invariably became much more oxidized with aging (Akagi et al., 2012;
Jolleys et al., 2012). In an effort to identify the cause of the observed variability in SOA production from aged
biomass burning emissions, smog chambers have been used to allow sampling of emissions from specific
fuels with reproducible oxidation chemistry that simulates atmospheric aging (Bruns et al., 2016;
Grieshop, Donahue,& Robinson, 2009; Hennigan et al., 2011; Tiitta et al., 2016).
Unlike more efficient combustion in engines and other engineered devices, biomass burning encompasses a
vast range of fuels and combustion conditions. Included in this category is dried firewood, as well as standing
wood with living foliage, and also dried grass with roots and soil humic matter playing a significant role
(Akagi et al., 2011; Andreae &Merlet, 2001). Fires can be intense and flaming, with generally high black car-
bon emissions, or predominantly smoldering, with generally high OA emissions (Kortelainen et al., 2018;
McMeeking et al., 2009; Radke et al., 1991; Yokelson et al., 2003). Given this variability, it is not surprising
that observations on SOA formation and other smoke properties are divergent. For example, dried wood not
only lost water but alsomany volatile organic compounds (a dried log is less dense and also less fragrant than
a green one). Grass fires and other surface combustion can add soil minerals and inorganic components to
the emissions (Ahern et al., 2018; Andreae et al., 2004; Reid et al., 1998). Because of the variability in fuel
characteristics and burning conditions, there is an ongoing need for experiments that explore the range of
significant fuel and fire types while maintaining a degree of control to enable generalization.
In order to understand SOA production in ambient biomass burning plumes, both the dilution and oxidation
processes must be investigated. We thus participated in the collaborative Fourth Fire Lab at Missoula
Experiment (FLAME‐IV; Hatch et al., 2015; Stockwell et al., 2014, 2015; Tkacik et al., 2017), studying
biomass smoke aging from combustion of fresh branches and leaves and grasses through oxidation in dual
7‐m3 smog chambers after dilution of the fresh smoke by approximately a factor of 25. Such dilution repro-
duces some of the atmospheric dynamics of a smoke plume, including reducing the amount of OA present in
the smoke. At lower mass concentrations of OA, more compounds partition significantly into the gas phase
from the particle phase, depending on their vapor pressure and activity in the condensed phase (Donahue
et al., 2006; Donahue, Epstein, et al., 2011; Pankow, 1994). Some of the POA is semivolatile at ambient con-
ditions (Grieshop, Donahue, & Robinson, 2009; Hennigan et al., 2011; May et al., 2013; Robinson et al.,
2007). Furthermore, photochemical processing by hydroxyl radicals is enhanced when semivolatile POA
molecules are in the gas phase because they are more accessible than when they reside in the condensed
aerosol phase (Donahue et al., 2013; Hennigan et al., 2010, 2011).
Aerosol mass spectrometry provides both quantitative mass measurements and compositional information,
albeit with extensive fragmentation of organic compounds. This extensive fragmentation typically requires
that POA and SOA be identified based on characteristic ions, with scaling defined by a reference mass spec-
trum. For example, both Sage et al. (2008) and Grieshop, Donahue, and Robinson (2009) used the mass spec-
trum of POA prior to aging to calculate SOA mass produced in smog‐chamber aging experiments. However,
this method of calculating SOA mass assumes that POA is only lost via particle‐to‐wall deposition
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(neglecting POA vaporization or oxidation) and also that the contribution of SOA to the chosen POAmarker
ions is negligible. For example, the marker used by Sage et al. (2008) was the signal at m/z 57 at unit mass
resolution, which also features prominently in SOA mass spectra (Ulbrich et al., 2009). Thus, the calculated
SOAmass may be underestimated if the POAmass spectrum is scaled by an ion also produced from the frag-
mentation of SOA components. Alternatively, the calculated SOA mass may be overestimated if the POA
mass spectrum is scaled by an ion produced by a semivolatile or reactive/nonconserved POA compound.
Hennigan et al. (2011) calculated an upper estimate of POA that may be oxidized, using levoglucosan—a
product of cellulose pyrolysis—as a tracer for POA. They found that for their smog‐chamber experiments
using biomass burning emissions from highly diluted “chamber burns” of various fuels including branches
and leaves, only 17% of the OAmass after aging was POA. However, levoglucosan is semivolatile (May et al.,
2012). For this work, we selected a different tracer to avoid both potential problems:
nonconservative/nonunique POA and SOA markers and also dilution/evaporation of selected markers.
We present evidence that in these experiments, the ion C7H11
+ (m/z 95.086) is produced mainly from
low‐volatility POA compounds, with minimal influence from compounds present in SOA. It is therefore
suitable for use as a POA tracer ion to calculate both the POA mass lost through evaporation/oxidation
and the new SOA mass condensed.
Having measured the amount of SOA formed in FLAME‐IV experiments, we compared the measured SOA
with the amount predicted based on the extensive gas‐phase characterization of VOCs understood to contri-
bute to SOA formation through oxidation and condensation. Recent studies have investigated the emissions
of dried logwood fires in residential woodstoves, which by design produce more consistent combustion con-
ditions than in open burning. Those investigators were able to predict the amount of SOAmeasured in their
smog‐chamber experiments using relatively few traditional VOC SOA precursors (e.g., toluene, benzene,
and α‐pinene; Bruns et al., 2016; Tiitta et al., 2016). However, the biomass burned in our experiments typi-
cally contained foliage in addition to logwood. It was also relatively fresh as opposed to dried firewood and
was burned in an open, scattered arrangement rather than in a residential woodstove. Stockwell et al. (2014,
2015, 2016) showed that the VOCmass emissions from simple cookstoves were much lower than those from
uncontained fires. Furthermore, Hatch et al. (2015) showed using two‐dimensional gas chromatography
(GC × GC‐TOFMS) that the composition of the VOCs emitted in FLAME‐IV varied significantly depending
on the fuel burned.
All of these factors motivated our design and analysis methods for these smog‐chamber aging experiments.
In this work, we sought to measure SOA formation from fuels and burn conditions representative of open
biomass burning, rather than more efficient combustion conditions, for example, kiln‐dried hardwood or
pellets in stoves (Bruns et al., 2016; Czech et al., 2017; Tiitta et al., 2016). We analyzed the varying composi-
tion of the OA as a result of aging, using a POA tracer ion to more precisely measure the counterbalancing
effects of POA evaporation and SOA condensation on total OA mass. Using the comprehensive gas‐phase
characterization of emissions available for the fuels burned during FLAME‐IV, we were able to estimate
howmuch of each of the 674 identified VOCs were present in the beginning of a smog‐chamber experiments.
For some of these VOCs, there are known reaction rate constants with OH and SOA yields. For others, rea-
sonable assumptions must be made based on structural and functional similarities with VOCs for whom
these properties are known, following the suggestions described in Hatch et al. (2015). For simplicity, we
assume that the SOA produced is nonvolatile. Despite this simplification and necessary but unconstrained
assumptions about SOA production fromVOCswithout published SOA yields or OH reaction rate constants,
we can predict SOA formation within a factor of 2 for these smog‐chamber experiments using biomass
burning aerosol.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Methods
We performed smog‐chamber experiments during FLAME‐IV using dual smog chambers that enabled
paired experiments on the same smoke aerosol from the same biomass fuel burn. Tkacik et al. (2017) provide
a detailed description of the Dual Chamber Experiment method, and Stockwell et al. (2014) provide a com-
prehensive description of the fuels burned and the combustion conditions used. Thus, we provide only a
brief description here.
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We burned a variety of biomass fuels and injected the resulting smoke into a pair of identical 7‐m3 Teflon
environmental chambers, located inside the 3,000‐m3 combustion chamber at the Missoula Fire Sciences
Lab. Globally relevant fuels discussed in this paper include agricultural residue, grasses, tree boughs, and
peat collected from North America, Africa, and Asia (Stockwell et al., 2014). Before each burn, we loosely
scattered or propped up the biomass fuel on the ignition platform, simulating open burning conditions.
We then ignited the fuel using a resistive heating element or a propane torch.
We show a schematic of the experimental setup in Figure 1. Prior to each experiment, we purged the dual
smog chambers for 12 hr with dry, particle‐free, and VOC‐scrubbed air. We used UV radiation from black
lights (GE model 10526) positioned underneath the chambers to assist in cleaning the chambers. At the
beginning of an experiment, we filled the two dark chambers with smoke pulled through heated (40 °C),
passivated, and smoke‐conditioned transfer lines by four Dekati eductor diluters (Tkacik et al., 2017). For
some experiments, we sampled smoke from the well‐mixed plume in the Fire Lab smoke stack. These experi-
ments are identified as stack burns, and smog chamber filling took place while most of the fuel was con-
sumed, including the flaming phase and most of the smoldering phase. We stopped filling the chambers
when the fire visually appeared to be emitting very little smoke. Alternatively, the stack was sealed and
the ignited biomass was allowed to burn completely, filling the entire Fire Lab combustion chamber.
These experiments are called room burns, and for these cases we sampled the smoke from 2m off the ground,
reducing the transfer line from 15 (for stack burns) to 3 m (for room burns). While the stack burns were
designed to collect most of the smoldering phase emissions, we sealed the chambers when there was visually
little smoke being emitted from the fire. This allowed a faster commencement of the experiment, reducing
the opportunity for particles or gases to come into contact with smog chamber walls prior to oxidation. In
contrast, room burns were allowed to becomewell mixed in the Fire Lab, and therefore, all of the smoldering
emissions were included in the sample pulled into the smog chambers.
After we sealed the chambers, we allowed the contents to become well mixed and then characterized each
chamber in sequence. We sampled the aerosol from the dual chambers through passivated 3/8″ O.D.
stainless‐steel tubing that was actively maintained at 40 °C with a suite of instruments located outside the
Fire Lab in the CMU mobile lab. Two automated three‐way ball valves allowed for the gas and particle
instrumentation to switch between sampling from either one of the two chambers.
After initial characterization, 15 to 45 min after smoke injection, we perturbed the contents of a chamber in
one of three ways: (1) using UV lights to initiate photochemistry and generate hydroxyl radicals (OH) from
existing precursors, (2) injecting nitrous acid (HONO) in addition to the UV lights to augment the OH con-
centration, or (3) injecting an excess of ozone (>500 ppbv). We generated and injected HONO from a
Figure 1. The experimental setup at the Fire Laboratory inMissoula Experiments, FLAME‐IV. Biomass was burned in the
Missoula Fire Lab facility and transferred via heated transfer lines to two identical smog chambers. The smog chambers
could independently simulate three types of aging: UV photolysis, UV photolysis with nitrous acid (HONO), or dark
ozonolysis. Instrumentation in the CMU mobile lab characterized the emissions during the experiments using an auto-
mated valve system to switch between the two chambers.
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solution of H2SO4 and NaNO2 via the method described in Ng et al. (2007). We generated ozone separately
via corona discharge in the presence of pure oxygen. We also conducted control experiments periodically
with no perturbation to one or both chambers. In these cases, suspended particle concentrations decreased
due to loss to the walls and measured VOC concentrations remained constant. We list each experiment in
Table 1, indexed according to the burn identification convention in Stockwell et al. (2014). The additional
hyphenated number (1 or 2) is used to separate the two different smog chambers filled with smoke diluted
from the same fuel. Table 1 also contains details regarding initial OA concentrations and composition.
2.2. Characterizing the Particulate Phase
We quantified black carbon (BC) using a Single‐Particle Soot Photometer (SP2, Droplet Measurement
Technologies) and a seven‐wavelength aethalometer (McGee Scientific model AE‐31; Saleh et al., 2014).
Since black carbon is inert and nonvolatile with no sources after smoke injection, it has been used in past
chamber experiments to measure the rate at which aerosol particles were lost to the walls (Hennigan
et al., 2011; Tkacik et al., 2017). In this work we present BC mass measurements as a motivator for exploring
the use of our POA tracer ion method; we present a comparison of the two methods in the Supporting
Information, Figure S1. We discuss challenges associated with using BC mass as a metric for particle wall
loss in section 2.3.
We measured total particle number and mobility diameter size distributions using a scanning mobility par-
ticle sizer (SMPS, Model 3081: 3080 DMA and 3021 butanol CPC; TSI, Inc.), characterizing particles from
10.7 to 478 nm in mobility diameter. We measured speciated nonrefractory aerosol mass and chemical com-
position using an Aerodyne high‐resolution aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS). The AMS measures particu-
late matter that has a vacuum aerodynamic diameter between 70 and 700 nm and that vaporizes upon
contact with a 600 °C heater in vacuum (Decarlo et al., 2006; Jayne et al., 2000). A thermodenuder with
an automated by‐pass switching valve was placed in line with the AMS. We ramped the thermodenuder
as high as 250 °C to evaluate the volatility the aerosol (Huffman et al., 2008). We performed high‐resolution
peak fitting and attribution of the AMS signal using PIKA 1.12 and calculated the oxygen‐to‐carbon elemen-
tal ratio (O:C) using themethod described by Canagaratna et al. (2015). For quantitative massmeasurements
of organic aerosol with the AMS, the collection efficiency with respect to particle bounce is very important.
To address the possibility of changing collection efficiencies as a result of changing OA composition during
aging, we use a POA tracer ion as a naturally occurring internal standard, specifically C7H11
+. We used peak
fitting of high‐resolution AMS data at m/z 95 to quantify C7H11
+, m/z 95.086 (see Supporting
Information Figure S2). By using a POA tracer ion, we can relate the OA mass of aged smoke that has an
unknown collection efficiency, with the OA mass of fresh smoke that likely has a collection efficiency equal
to 1. For fresh biomass burning aerosol, we used a collection efficiency of 1.0, consistent with past observa-
tions of primary and aged emissions from biomass burning (Hennigan et al., 2011; Heringa et al., 2011).
2.3. Characterizing Particle Wall Loss
Calculating OA enhancements in smog‐chamber experiments requires quantification of the particles and
vapors lost to the Teflon walls. When possible, it is common to calculate the particle wall loss using BC as
a POA tracer and the total aerosol mass concentration from measurements made by either an SMPS or
AMS (Grieshop, Donahue, & Robinson, 2009; Hennigan et al., 2011; Heringa et al., 2011; Tiitta et al.,
2016). However, at high concentrations (greater than 12,500 particles cm−3) the SP2 may become saturated,
causing it to undercount the number of BC‐containing particles. Likewise, SOA production can bias
aethalometer measurements due to increased absorption due to lensing and/or brown carbon (Heringa
et al., 2011; Saleh, Donahue & Robinson, 2013). Thus, although BC in theory makes an excellent tracer spe-
cies for particle wall loss, the difficulty associated with its precise measurement creates some challenges in
practice. Furthermore, during the aging process physicochemical properties of the particles are changing,
and this may lead to bias in calculated OA enhancements. For example, particle density may change due
to the condensation of SOA, or the particle collection efficiency of the AMS may change, due to changes
in particle composition, physical state, and viscosity (Donahue et al., 2013; Robinson et al., 2017). Primary
biomass burning emissions are typically quantified assuming no particle bounce (collection efficiency = 1.0),
but secondary organic aerosol can have a collection efficiency of 0.5 or lower (Docherty et al., 2013;
Hennigan et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2017). While a changing collection efficiency can affect the total signal
from an ion in the mass spectrum, it will not change its fractional contribution to the total ion signal for an
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internally mixed aerosol. Thus, if one uses the relative contribution of ions in the OA mass spectra, changes
in particle density and collection efficiency are internally corrected. While useful, this method is dependent
on the premise that the aerosol population is homogenous. Given that the aerosol in a given chamber
experiment is generated from a single fire, this is likely a reasonable assumption. The implications of this
assumption are discussed in further detail in section 3.3.
In this work, we identify a tracer ion generated from low‐volatility molecules that (a) are readily detected in
POA and (b) unlikely to have a significant contribution from SOA. We then use the changing relative con-
tribution of this ion signal to the total OA ion signal to calculate both the SOA mass condensed and POA
mass evaporated during the chamber experiment. Additional wall‐loss corrections are required to account
for particle and vapor deposition, but our new method for calculating changes in OA composition using
the POA tracer self corrects for any changes in both AMS collection efficiency and particle density. It also
reduces the dependence on the potentially inaccurate BC mass measurements.
2.4. Characterizing the Gas Phase
We used a proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer (PTR‐MS) to measure in real time the concentrations
of selected VOCs. The PTR‐MS (Ionicon, GmbH.) measures organic ions formed from charge transfer
Table 1























84‐1 10/21/2012 Ponderosa pine HONO + UV 65 0.21 n/a 2.5 1.40 25.8
84‐2 10/21/2012 Ponderosa pine UV only 57 0.21 n/a 3.0 1.48 27.9
115‐1 10/23/2012 Ocote UV only 1 0.16 1 0.6 1.37 0.4
115‐2 10/23/2012 Ocote Ozone 1 0.13 0 0.5 3.09 0.3
126‐1 10/24/2012 Black spruce HONO + UV 5 0.16 100 0.6 1.22 1.0
126‐2 10/24/2012 Black spruce UV only 4 0.17 11 0.7 1.49 2.0
127‐1 10/25/2012 Ponderosa pine Dark 60 0.16 11 1.7 0.97 −3.3
127‐2 10/25/2012 Ponderosa pine UV only 56 0.17 13 2.0 1.18 18.4
131‐1 10/28/2012 Black spruce Dark 16 0.20 3 0.7 0.93 −1.3
131‐2 10/28/2012 Black spruce UV only 11 0.20 2 0.6 1.04 1.1 0.66
134‐1 10/29/2012 Black spruce Dark 105 0.22 32 0.98 −2.1
134‐2 10/29/2012 Black spruce Ozone 64 0.22 24 1.45 33.0
137‐1 10/30/2012 Black spruce Dark 67 0.23 29 0.97 −3.1
137‐2 10/30/2012 Black spruce UV only 47 0.23 26 1.15 10.5
140‐1 10/31/2012 Ponderosa pine HONO + UV 184 0.21 643 1.06 26.5
140‐2 10/31/2012 Ponderosa pine UV only 121 0.22 12 1.04 22.0
142‐1 11/1/2012 Ponderosa pine Dark 39 0.23 18 1.2 1.00 0.1
142‐2 11/1/2012 Ponderosa pine Ozone 36 0.23 19 1.2 1.16 12.8 2.65
144‐1 11/3/2012 Ponderosa pine UV only 117 0.22 10 1.3 1.02 8.7 0.15
144‐2 11/3/2012 Ponderosa pine Ozone 137 0.21 12 1.8 1.29 48.0 0.59
146‐1 11/4/2012 Organic hay Dark 130 0.14 19 3.8 0.97 −3.6
146‐2 11/4/2012 Organic hay UV only 145 0.14 23 4.4 1.17 52.5
148‐1 11/5/2012 Giant cutgrass Dark 7 0.26 20 0.9 0.97 −0.5
148‐2 11/5/2012 Giant cutgrass UV only 9 0.24 24 1.0 1.04 0.7 2.69
151‐1 11/6/2012 Wiregrass UV only 15 0.43 21 0.7 1.01 0.4
151‐2 11/6/2012 Wiregrass Dark 15 0.41 23 0.7 1.10 2.0 0.68
153‐1 11/7/2012 Rice straw Dark 19 0.22 46 1.8 1.01 0.1
153‐2 11/7/2012 Rice straw UV only 16 0.23 45 1.8 1.10 3.7 2.76
154‐1 11/8/2012 Peat Ozone 28 0.10 2 0.9 1.06 2.6 4.08
154‐2 11/8/2012 Peat UV only 27 0.10 2 0.8 1.05 1.5 0.09
155‐1 11/10/2012 Black spruce HONO + UV 84 0.25 1386 2.1 1.10 13.0 2.11
155‐2 11/10/2012 Black spruce UV only 91 0.24 10 2.0 1.08 14.0 1.90
156‐1 11/11/2012 Black spruce Ozone 66 0.26 50 2.0 1.40 24.0 1.00
156‐2 11/11/2012 Black spruce Ozone 67 0.26 12 1.8 1.20 20.1 1.74
157‐1 11/12/2012 Black spruce UV only 85 0.27 13 2.6 1.09 16.1 2.82
157‐2 11/12/2012 Black spruce Ozone 76 0.27 13 2.5 1.36 29.4 1.18
aOrganic aerosol concentration after injection, but before perturbation at beginning of experiment.
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between H3O
+·(H2O)n (n= 0, 1, 2,…) produced in an isolated source and the VOCs in the sampled gas. Each
VOC has a specific charge‐transfer efficiency that we calibrated weekly with a premixed standard
(Scott‐Marrin, Inc., Riverside, California) of known concentrations including toluene and acetone, which
we discuss below. We operated the quadrupole mass spectrometer of the PTR‐MS in selected‐ion mode,
analyzing with unit mass resolution preselected VOCs listed in the Supporting Information, Table S1. The
1‐Hz sampling frequency of the PTR‐MS is useful for estimating OH exposure in the chamber, but the
PTR‐MS cannot differentiate between isomers, such as the many monoterpene isomers that have different
chemical structures but the same chemical formula and thus same molecular weight. Analysis of fresh
smoke from these experiments by GC × GC‐TOFMS showed that no significant toluene isomers were
detected in the fresh smoke (Hatch et al., 2015); thus, the PTR‐MS can accurately report toluene concentra-
tions. We used the following first‐order reaction equation for toluene to calculate the average OH concentra-
tion in each chamber:
Ct
C0
¼ e−kt OH½  (1)
whereC0 and Ct are concentrations of toluenemeasured at the beginning and end of a chamber aging experi-
ment, respectively. We used a rate constant of k= 5.63 × 10−12 cm3·molecule−1·s−1 (Atkinson & Arey, 2003).
When we injected HONO into the smog chambers, the OH concentration was usually about 2 × 106 mole-
cules cm−3 versus about 1 × 106 molecules cm−3 for UV lights only experiments. For dark ozonolysis experi-
ments, toluene decay calculations indicated that ~2 × 105 OH molecules cm−3 were generated by secondary
processes (presumably ozonolysis of alkenes).
To provide a more detailed analysis of VOCs, we collected vapor samples onto adsorption‐thermal deso-
rption cartridges for offline analysis via GC × GC‐TOFMS. The GC × GC‐TOFMS analysis has been
described in Hatch et al. (2015); briefly, two GC columns are used to separate the gas samples first by vola-
tility and then by polarity. Besides quantitatively measuring 674 compounds, Hatch et al. also put forth a
simple framework by which to estimate SOA production from the measured VOC precursors. We will use
the same parameters to predict the amount of VOC reacted and subsequent SOAmass formed. Reaction rate
constants and assumed SOA yields are listed in the Supporting Information, Table S2.
We measured other gas‐phase species including NOx (= NO + NO2) via chemiluminescence (Teledyne,
model 200EU), carbon dioxide using nondispersive infrared photometry (Licor Biosciences, model LI‐
820), and ozone by photometry (API, model 400A).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mass Spectra of Organic Aerosol
In Figure 2a we show the high‐resolution mass spectrum for the OA component from black‐spruce smoke
after it was diluted into one of the smog chambers and prior to any aging. The ions are grouped into chemical
families according to their oxygen content: CxHy (green) has no oxygen, CxHyO (purple) has one oxygen
atom, and CxHyO>1 (pink) has more than one oxygen atom (in this case usually two). The abundance of sig-
nal from CxHy is typical of fresh combustion emissions that have a low oxidation state. The presence of
CxHyO2 (especially C2H4O2 and C3H5O2) is consistent with past observations of primary biomass burning
OA (Cubison et al., 2011; Hennigan et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2013); these are fragments from carbohydrates,
which are major particulate‐phase products of biomass combustion.
We did not attempt to resolve nitrogen containing ions because they cannot be reliably resolved at the
V‐mode resolution of the HR‐TOF‐AMS of ~2100 at m/z 200. Also, the nitrate group from organic nitrates
typically fragments in the vaporizer, producing a characteristically high ratio of NO+ to NO2
+ ion signal
(m/z 30:46) compared to ammonium nitrate (Farmer et al., 2010). Our instrument has a typical NO+:
NO2
+ of ~0.3 for ammonium nitrate. We measured NO+ to NO2
+ ion ratio values for diluted POA ranging
from 3.6 to 12.6, suggesting significant organic nitrate content in the fresh, diluted smoke (Farmer et al.,
2010; Mohr et al., 2012; Schurman et al., 2015). The measured NO+:NO2
+ decreased with time for all
chamber experiments, suggesting that pyrogenic ammonia was neutralized by HNO3 to form NH4NO3, thus
reducing the relative contribution from organic nitrates to the NO+ and NO2
+ ion fragments.
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Figure 2b shows a mass spectrum for the OA from the same black‐spruce
smoke experiment, after aging via UV light and OH oxidation (no HONO
added). To illustrate the differences between the two spectra, and to
correct for particle wall loss, we show the difference of the two spectra,
each normalized to their total ion signal, in Figure 2c. As this is the differ-
ence of normalized spectra, shown in equation (2), positive signals indi-
cate fragment ions that are more abundant in the aged spectrum, and
negative signals indicate ions that are more abundant in the fresh spec-
trum. In equations (2) and (3), MS represents an organic mass spectrum
as an array.




Ions with a positive value in Figure 2c are therefore SOA products pro-
duced during aging. For example, CO2
+ (m/z 44) and C2H3O
+ (m/z 43),
which contribute the bulk of the signal here, are strongly associated with
SOA (Ng et al., 2010). Ions with negative signals in Figure 2c are predomi-
nantly POA, whose relative abundance is lessened by the SOA produced
during aging. However, some ions are present in both SOA and POA,
which complicates the interpretation of Figure 2c. For example, previous
studies have shown that SOA can contribute to signal at m/z 55 (mostly
C4H7
+), and thus, although most of the signal at m/z 55 is from POA,
the reduction may be less than one would expect after aging because of
counterbalancing condensation of SOA (Chhabra et al., 2010;
Hildebrandt et al., 2009). Besides the condensation of SOA, evaporation
or oxidation of POA can also result in a negative difference signal.
Normalizing mass spectra by their total signal is a simple method of accounting for changes in total particle
signal, but it may underrepresent composition changes from of SOA condensation and POA evaporation.
The family Cx > 1HyO2 has several large negative signals, all CxHyO2 except for CO2
+, in Figure 2c, indicating
that they correspond to compounds present in the POA. This family includes the ion atm/z 60, C2H4O2
+, the
dominant ion resulting from the fragmentation of levoglucosan in the AMS (Cubison et al., 2011; Hennigan
et al., 2010). Levoglucosan is a common biomass burning marker compound arising from the pyrolysis of
organic polymers like cellulose (Simoneit et al., 1999). However, Hennigan et al. (2010, 2011) showed that
levoglucosan is semivolatile and reacts with OH in the gas phase at a nonnegligible rate. Additionally,
althoughm/z 60 has been shown to correlate with levoglucosan, a comparison between AMS data and filter
analysis shows that levoglucosan accounts for less than 10% of the total signal at m/z 60 (Aiken et al., 2009;
Lee et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 2008); the remainder may come from other cellulose‐pyrolysis products and
other OA components. Cellulose pyrolysis may also generate a variety of products contributing to other
highly oxygenated ions observed in the POA, namely, C3H5O2
+ (m/z 73) and C4H7O2
+ (m/z 87). To our
knowledge, the effect of atmospheric aging on other ions derived from cellulose pyrolysis components dur-
ing AMS analysis in the family of Cx > 1HyO2 has not yet been investigated. Thus, if one assumes thatm/z 60
is a conserved POA tracer ion, it will prove difficult to quantify the contribution of POA given that it will
decay due to both oxidation and dilution‐driven evaporation. Furthermore, the initial signal level of m/z
60 in OA depends on the fuel and/or combustion conditions (Lee et al., 2010) and can be produced as part
of SOA formation (Fortenberry et al., 2018).
In addition to the oxygenated compounds arising from cellulose pyrolysis, biomass burning POA is also typi-
cally rich in chemically reduced fragments, such asm/z 55 (C4H7
+) andm/z 57 (C4H9
+; Ulbrich et al., 2009),
consistent with past investigations of emissions from fossil fuel combustion. Another POA ion of interest is
C7H11
+ atm/z 95.086. Due to the large size of the fragment ion, it is less likely to have significant interference
from SOA, as this could only come from secondary molecules with a long (C7 or longer) aliphatic compo-
nent. Empirically, a general trend observed in AMS measurements is the loss of larger organic ions as the
oxidation state of the OA increases (Canagaratna et al., 2015). This is consistent with larger molecules
Figure 2. The normalized high‐resolution mass spectra of organic aerosol
from burning black spruce before (a) and after (b) aging by UV light.
Panel (c) shows the difference between the normalized spectra in (a) and (b).
Positive values indicate that an ion signal increased following aging,
potentially due to the formation of secondary organic aerosol. Negative
values may have three different explanations: evaporation of OA, oxidation
of OA into VOCs or SOA, or decreased relative contribution due to con-
densation of SOA.
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becoming oxidized at secondary or tertiary carbons causing fragmentation
into smaller, more stable oxygenated fragments upon electron ionization.
A primary carbon is unlikely to become oxidized and subsequently ioniza-
tion to generate a large molecular ion like C7H11
+. If a molecule was
sufficiently large that oxidation yielded a C7H11
+ fragment, then it will
likely have already have been in the particle phase as POA.
Figure 3 shows a difference spectrum, bypass minus thermodenuded at
90 °C, of the fresh aerosol. Before we take the difference, we normalize
these mass spectra by the sum of their total OA ion signal (equation (2)).
We normalize the spectra by their total ion signal because the themodenu-
der will cause a decrease in total ion signal by two processes: evaporation
of material from individual particles and loss of whole particles due to
thermophoresis, which is independent of volatility. After normalizing
the spectra by the total ion signal, the positive values represent fragment
ions from molecules that are relatively more abundant in the undenuded
spectra and thus more volatile. The negative values represent ions from
molecules relatively more abundant in the denuded spectra and therefore
less volatile. The signal at CO2
+ (m/z 44) comes largely from low‐volatility oxidized organic compounds,
sometimes called LVOCs, in both the fresh and aged organic aerosol. The other significant SOA ion,
C2H3O
+ (m/z 43), appears to be associated with molecules that are more volatile than those responsible
for the CO2
+ fragment. Among the POA ions, the CxHy family appears to be less volatile than the
Cx > 1HyO2 family. Again, this is consistent with the findings of Hennigan et al. (2011) regarding levogluco-
san oxidation and the tracer ion m/z 60. The C7H11
+ (m/z 95.086) signal is associated with low‐volatility
compounds in the fresh POA, a conclusion we draw from the negative signals in Figures 2c and 3. Due to
limitations in collision frequency (oxidants and organic compounds), oxidation of organic compounds pro-
ceeds much more rapidly when in the gas phase than in the particle phase, even assuming unity reactive
uptake of oxidants (Hennigan et al., 2011). It is therefore less likely that the compounds that fragment to
C7H11
+ will undergo rapid gas‐phase oxidation, and the relative contribution of C7H11
+ to the OA mass
spectrum (fC7H11) will only change due to either heterogeneous oxidation or the condensation of secondary
material. We propose to use this ion as a POA tracer ion for biomass burning aerosol in these experiments.
Figure 4 again shows the difference between the fresh and aged OA. However, unlike in Figure 2c, we have
scaled the POAmass spectrum by the signal at C7H11
+, shown in equation (3). In equation (3), MS refers to a
mass spectrum as an array and C7H11
+ refers to the signal of that individual ion within the array.





This allows us to scale MSfresh for changes in signal intensity caused by
particle wall loss and changes in collection efficiency due to particle
bounce in the AMS. In Figure 4, the signal of C7H11
+ is by definition zero
and ions with positive signal likely come from SOA. The SOA includes
oxidized ions besides C2H3O
+ and CO2
+, consistent with ambient obser-
vations of oxidized OA (OOA; Ulbrich et al., 2009). Negative ions are
shown on a separate axis in red that is magnified by a factor of 10.
These are ions that decrease in signal more than can be accounted for
by condensation of SOA, which is accounted for in Figure 4 by normaliza-
tion to C7H11
+. This shows that in addition to the condensation of SOA,
there is potential for the oxidation of intermediate volatility and semivola-
tile compounds to produce organic compounds that are both more oxi-





+ all decreased more than can be accounted
for by the condensation of SOA, particle wall loss, or changes in collection
efficiency. However, the change in mass is small, and thus, the POA mass
Figure 3. The difference between the normalized mass spectra from ther-
mally denuded and bypass OA is shown for fresh biomass burning aerosol.
Positive signals indicate ions associated with more volatile compounds in
the OA that were evaporated in the thermodenuder, whereas negative sig-
nals indicate ions associated with less volatile compounds that did not
evaporate.
Figure 4. The difference between the aged OA mass spectrum (Figure 2b)
and the wall‐loss‐corrected fresh OA mass spectrum. Wall‐loss corrected
in this case means the fresh OAmass spectrum (Figure 2a) was scaled by the
POA tracer ion, C7H11
+. See equation (3). The positive signal, likely from
the SOA, is very similar to other mass spectra for highly oxidized organic
aerosol. The negative mass spectrum, shown with a magnified axis in red (1/
10th the positive axis), shows small changes in mass for C2H4O2, C6H9,
C8H9, and C6H5O2.
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volatilized can be inferred based solely on the ion with the largest negative
signal, C2H4O2
+ (m/z 60).
3.2. Composition Changes Due To Simulated Atmospheric Aging
3.2.1. Specific Ion Changes With Respect to a POA Tracer Ion
The AMS provides both high mass and high time resolution. In order to
report changes in OA composition with high time resolution, we correct
for particle wall loss and potential changes in particle bounce in the
AMS by normalizing ion signals to C7H11
+ (m/z 95.086). In Figure 5 we
show the relative change in ion abundance during chemical aging of black
spruce smoke, with a different panel for each ion family. This figure has
two columns for different oxidation conditions and three panels for differ-
ent ion families. Column 1 shows results for UV illumination after HONO
injection, and Column 2 shows results for ozone injection. In each panel
we show the changes in the OA mass spectrum for a family, relative to
C7H11
+. We further normalize each ion signal fraction (fi) by its initial
value (fi
t/fi°), prior to aging. Figure 5a shows the changes in the
aliphatic‐ and aromatic‐derived CxH2x‐1 fragment ions (typically
associated with hydrocarbon‐like OA [HOA]) but also present in OOA;
Figure 5b shows the changes to the CxHyO ions, and Figure 5c shows
the changes to the Cx > 1HyO2 ions, all relative to C7H11
+.
Figure 5a reveals an increase in CxH2x‐1 fragments when x < 5 relative to
C7H11
+ after both types of aging. If any VOCs are oxidized, resulting in
condensation of SOA, those SOA products may fragment to form ions
within this CxH2x‐1 family where x < = 5. However, the ions C6H11
+
and C7H13
+ do not increase relative to C7H11
+. This observation can be explained either by a coincidence
of SOA contributing equally and simultaneously to these larger CxH2x‐1 ions, or more likely, there was mini-
mal contribution from SOA to any of these ions. Reference spectra for aged organic aerosol, as derived by
positive matrix factorization, typically include relatively little signal at higher m/z values. For example, for
the low‐volatility OA factor reported by Docherty et al. (2011), ion signal from all masses abovem/z 90 com-
prised less than 3% of the total organic signal, and C7H11
+ contributed only 0.02%. TheMILAGRO campaign
in Mexico City, a highly oxidizing environment with biomass burning factors identified, showed that very
little OOAwas C7H11
+, ~2 × 10−6% (Aiken et al., 2009). Thus, we believe that there is little SOA contribution
to C7H11
+ in these experiments (Ulbrich et al., 2009).
Figure 5b shows the change in the singly oxygenated ions (CxHyO
+) relative to C7H11
+. Both oxidation con-
ditions result in enhancement of CHO+, C2H3O
+, and C3H5O
+. The experiment with OH aging from added
HONO, [OH] = ~2 × 106molec cm−3, shows a more gradual increase in the oxidized species compared to the
ozone aging experiment; this is consistent with the trends observed for known SOA production from precur-
sors such as monoterpenes. For ozone experiments, [O3] > 500 ppb, the monoterpene signal decreases
rapidly upon ozone injection, whereas for OH oxidation experiments the decrease is more gradual
(Atkinson & Arey, 2003; Presto & Donahue, 2006).
Figure 5c shows the change in ions with two oxygen atoms (Cx > 1HyO2
+) relative to C7H11
+. Figure 2c shows
that the ions of Cx > 1HyO2
+ are predominantly POA despite their high oxygen content and also that they are
more volatile than the compounds that resulted in CxH2x‐1 ions. Ozonolysis results in amodest enhancement
of the CxHyO2 family, likely due to SOA formation as organic acids (Fortenberry et al., 2018). This is also con-
sistent with the findings of Ortega et al. (2013), who observed enhancement of these ions using a photoox-
idation flow reactor to age biomass burning emissions. However, in the HONO + UV experiment the
ratio of C2H4O2
+ to C7H11
+ decreases. This is consistent with the findings of Hennigan et al. (2010, 2011),
who showed that levoglucosan does react via gas‐phase oxidation. This reduces the partial pressure of levo-
glucosan over the particle surface, which in turn drives particulate levoglucosan to the gas phase to reestab-
lish equilibrium. If we assume that all wall‐loss‐corrected C2H4O2
+ depletion is due to the loss of
levoglucosan, we can estimate a lower limit of the fraction of POA evaporated via levoglucosan
Figure 5. Changes in ion abundance relative to the POA‐tracer ion,
C7H11
+, before and after two types of simulated aging. Panel series on left
shows the oxidation of black spruce smoke in the presence of HONO and
UV lights, [OH] = ~2 × 106molec cm−3. Panel series on right shows smoke
from the same fire being exposed to ozone (>500 ppb) in the dark. Panel
(a) contain ions with the formula CxH2x‐1, panel (b) the formula CxHyO1
and panel (c) the formula CxHyO2, associated with the semivolatile POA
material.
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volatilization by using the reference spectrum of pure levoglucosan. This estimate of POA evaporation does
not include mass volatilized due to the dilution of the smoke into the smog chamber, but it is more represen-
tative of POA evaporation and atmospheric processing after the smoke has already undergone significant
dilution with background air. Thus, the fraction of wall‐loss‐corrected POA that is volatilized and oxidized
as levoglucosan at time t is shown in equation (4) as








where Orginit is the AMS‐measured organic mass at 0 hr, CxHyOz
+ are ion signals at 0 or 1.5 hr, and
fC2H3O2
+
levo is the fraction of a levoglucosan reference mass spectrum that comes from C2H3O2
+.
Though C2H4O2
+ (m/z 60) is one of the more volatile ions in Figure 5, this does not exclude evaporation
of other semivolatile POA components. However, the signals for the larger CxHyO2
+ ions follow the same
trend as C7H11
+, and thus, the ratio stays constant (Figure 5). This suggests that for these experiments,
the compounds contributing to these fragment ions are effectively nonvolatile, or conceivably that there is
equivalent simultaneous production and loss of these compounds (we regard this as unlikely).
3.2.2. Changes in Characteristic AMS Tracer Ions
The ratio of characteristic AMS fragments to the total OA spectrum (expressed as fm/z) provides a useful com-
parison against ambient observations. Such ratios are plotted in Figures 6a and 6b. The magenta symbols
indicate fresh emissions, and the cyan symbols indicate the combined primary and secondary OA after
aging, and each pair of fresh and aged points is tied with a line segment. Closed symbols are coniferous
canopy fuels (i.e., black spruce and ponderosa pine), and open symbols are other fuels (e.g., grasses and
peat). In Figure 6a, we plot f44 (mostly CO2
+) against f43 (C3H7
+ and C2H3O
+). A zoomed in version is
included in the Supporting Information, Figure S3. The triangle indicates the portion of this space observed
by Ng et al. (2010) that encompasses most ambient OA. The ambient triangle shows that fresh emissions
have a range of f43 values and relatively low f44; with increased atmospheric aging, ambient f44 approaches
a maximum of 0.3, and f43 converges to 0.035. We include the data from the Hennigan et al. (2011) FLAME‐
III study of aged biomass burning aerosol, with fresh OA plotted as black crosses and aged OA plotted as blue
circles. Consistent with the OA from FLAME‐III, our smoke has low f43, though it is somewhat higher than
reported by Hennigan et al. Our fresh smoke also has low f44, especially for the coniferous canopy fuels (i.e.,
black spruce and ponderosa pine). The grasses have a higher initial f44, around 0.06. Peat smoke has a rela-
tively low f44, similar to that of coniferous‐canopy smoke.
After oxidation, we observed an increase in both f44 and f43. However, because we did not age our aerosol
as long or as extensively as Hennigan et al. (2011), the f44 values of our aged smoke also did not reach as
high. Note that ozonolysis experiments, with their high concentration of oxidants, formed significantly
more total organic mass (shown below in Figure 9) and thus increase significantly in both f44 and f43
(Tkacik et al., 2017). In contrast, OH oxidation driven by the UV lights and HONO photolysis increases
f44 relatively more, and the slope of the OH oxidation experiments (triangles and squares) in Figure 6a
reflects this.
In Figure 6b we plot the OOA tracer f44 against the biomass burning tracer f60 (Cubison et al., 2011;
Hennigan et al., 2011). Coniferous‐canopy fuels produced a wide range of initial f60 values. Although we con-
ducted replicate burns of similar fuels, even those show a wide range of initial f60 values. POA from
coniferous‐canopy fuels spans a range from 0.005 to 0.03 in initial f60, suggesting that fire‐to‐fire variability
is more important than the fuel with respect to initial f60 values. However, in all cases, aging of biomass
burning OA causes f44 to increase and f60 to decrease. This was most pronounced when significant SOA
was formed, although dark control experiments also revealed a small decrease in f60 as well, less than
0.002. This was potentially due to absorption of gas‐phase levoglucosan into the Teflon chamber walls,
which would promote further evaporation of POA.
3.3. Determining the SOA Mass Produced During an Aging Experiment
We have already seen that the aging experiments resulted in SOA formation with a mass spectrum dis-
playing characteristic SOA ions (Figure 2c). Next, we estimate the absolute production of SOA mass. This
requires quantification of SOA condensation to two reservoirs—suspended particles and the wall region
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(either to wall‐deposited particles or to the Teflon itself)—and also the
deposition of suspended SOA particulate mass to the walls. The process
is conceptually straightforward but technically challenging (Bian et al.,
2015; Matsunaga & Ziemann, 2010; Trump et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2014). It involves first quantifying the evolution of the
total suspended OA mass concentration and then attributing the
changes in OA concentration between net condensation and the various
wall‐loss mechanisms. All measurements of the suspended OA concen-
tration suffer from systematic uncertainties (e.g., unknown particle mix-
ing state or morphology), which are amplified when determining
differences; however, as described below, the aerosol composition mea-
surements provided by the AMS can be exploited to alleviate
these effects.
Figure 7 shows mass and composition measurements of a typical biomass
burning aerosol aging experiment. After we start to inject the smoke at
t = −1.0 hr, the BC mass concentration measured by the SP2 increases.
After injection is complete, the BC mass decreases as particles are lost to
the walls. The particle volume measured by the SMPS follows the same
general trend. Using particle mobility diameter (from SMPS) and vacuum
aerodynamic diameter (from AMS), one can calculate the average effec-
tive particle density (DeCarlo et al., 2004; Jayne et al., 2000). We use this
measured average effective density for our sampled particles, ~1.3 g/
cm3, to convert SMPS‐determined integrated particle volume into total
particle mass. The AMS‐measured organic mass, separated into ion
families as previously discussed, is also shown in Figure 7 and follows the same general trend. Since the par-
ticle mass is mostly nonrefractory organic material (BC < 10% of total mass), one might expect a closer cor-
relation between SMPS‐measured particle mass and AMS‐measured mass. However, although biomass
burning POA is typically assumed not to bounce off the AMS vaporizer
(collection efficiency = 1.0), smog‐chamber SOA and ambient OOA typi-
cally have been reported to experience particle bounce, resulting in a col-
lection efficiency as low as 0.3 (Docherty et al., 2013; Robinson et al.,
2017). In this work, we assume that fresh biomass burning aerosol has
unit collection efficiency; this assumes that there is no compositional bias
due to an undersampling of bouncy (CE < 1) particles. Furthermore, the
aged particles exhibit a collection efficiency <1 due to the condensation
of SOA, a process to which the particles are all subjected. If we assume
that the particles are coated with SOA simultaneously, the resulting
reduction in collection efficiency is not likely to induce an undersampling
of a specific type of particle. In these experiments, we are assuming that
there is no compositional bias to initial measurements (CE = 1) and that
the SOA products are of sufficiently low volatility that they condense on
particles independent of composition. Therefore, the changing collection
efficiency as a result of SOA condensation does not changewhich particles
are sampled, only how many of them, and so the composition measure-
ments can be considered as independent of collection efficiency. Thus,
the relative contribution of the POA tracer ion C7H11
+ to the total organic
signal can be used to calculate the SOA mass produced, POA mass volati-
lized, and therefore total OA enhancement.
We use the low‐volatility, primary organic ion C7H11
+ tracer as an inter-
nal standard for POA within the AMS mass spectrum (Hennigan et al.,
2010; Heringa et al., 2011). The use of an internal standard allows us to
calculate OA enhancement, SOA mass, and POA mass with greater pre-
cision than would be possible using a single assumed collection
Figure 6. The ratio of certain AMS OA ion fragments to the total organic
aerosol ion signal (fi) provide a useful comparison against ambient obser-
vations (dashed lines). In both panels, magenta symbols indicate emission
prior to oxidation, and cyan indicates the OA after aging. Closed symbols are
coniferous canopy fuels (i.e., black spruce and ponderosa pine), and the
open symbols are the other fuels (e.g., grasses and peat). In panel (a) f44
(OOA marker) is plotted against f43 (less oxidized). Consistent with
Hennigan et al. (purple circles are aged experiments, black crosses are fresh
emissions), the initial burns have relatively little f43 or f44, but increase in
both as a result of oxidation (Hennigan et al., 2011). In panel (b) the OOA
tracer f44 is plotted against the typical biomass burning tracer f60.
Measurements of ambient biomass burning plumes are shown for compar-
ison. Data from Cubison et al. (2011) is shown as black dots and the data
from Aiken et al. (2010) are shown as blue circles.
Figure 7. Particle mass and composition measurements during a typical
BBOA aging experiment. Smoke from black spruce was aged using UV
lights with no added oxidant (157‐1 from Table 1). Total particle mass (blue
triangles) is calculated from the particle volume determined by the SMPS
assuming a density of 1.3 g/cm3. Black carbon (black circles) was measured
by the SP2. AMS measurements of particle organic carbon mass and OA
chemical families are the solid filled traces. The H:C and O:C elemental
ratios of the OA derived from the AMS measurements are plotted in the
lower panel.
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efficiency. The use of C7H11
+ as a POA tracer ion is based on the implicit
assumption that the OA composition is homogeneous (i.e., fC7H11 is inde-
pendent of particle size and the particles are internally mixed) and that
heterogeneous oxidation of the particles is slow. The consistent ratio of
C7H11
+ with the large CxH2x‐1 (x > 5) ions supports the assumption that
any contribution to C7H11
+ from SOA is negligible or consistent across
these fragments (Figure 5a). The precision gained from removing the
uncertainty in variable AMS collection efficiencies is larger than the
uncertainties associated with the assumption that the particles are homo-
geneous and heterogeneous oxidation is slow. In Supporting
Information Figure S1, we compare the OA enhancement factors calcu-
lated using both methods: the ratio of SMPS‐measured particle mass to
BC and the relative contribution of C7H11
+ to the total organic signal,
fC7H11+. While both methods give similar results, the precision of the
OA composition‐based method of calculating OA is generally much bet-
ter than the SMPS‐based method.
With a POA tracer ion, we can estimate the relative amount of SOA con-
densed on the particles during an experiment. However, we must also
account for any SOA that condensed directly onto the smog chamber
walls. For each chamber experiment, we averaged data for each 5‐min
interval defined by the sampling valve switching period between the two
smog chambers. We show an example of the SOA calculation in
Figure 8. We calculate the amount of SOA condensed onto the remaining
suspended particles for each interval based on the composition change.
The change in the amount of SOA on the particles is defined in
equation (5):
dSOAparticles ¼ Org tð Þ þ Org t−1ð Þ2
 
* 1−
f C7H11 tð Þ
f C7H11 initð Þ
 
− 1−
f C7H11 t−1ð Þ
f C7H11 initð Þ
  
(5)
where dSOAparticles is the change in the amount of suspended SOA from time t relative to t− 1 and Org is the
OA mass concentration (μg/m3). The term fC7H11(init) indicates the initial contribution of C7H11
+ to the
total OA signal, prior to aging, while fC7H11(t) and fC7H11(t − 1) are its contribution at those two respective
times. The integral of dSOAparticles is the total amount of SOA condensed on the particles, including particle
wall loss. If we were to neglect vapor condensation directly to the walls, this correction would conclude the
calculation; it is thus a lower limit to the total SOA production. This set of assumptions is referred to as the
ω = 0 case in earlier work (Hennigan et al., 2011; Weitkamp et al., 2007), where ω is the proportionality fac-
tor that describes the ability of vapors to partition to OA on the walls and to suspended particles. When
ω = 0, condensable products only partition to suspended particles. When there is perfect equilibrium
between the bulk phase and the particles on the wall, ω = 1 (Weitkamp et al., 2007).
To estimate the amount of SOA that condensed directly to the walls, without considering any deposited par-
ticle mass, we first need to know the collision frequency of vapors with the walls and with the suspended
particles. We then calculate the loss frequency (the condensation sink) to each of those two reservoirs and
assume that the condensation fluxes are proportional to those condensation sinks. This is accurate in the
limit when the condensing vapors are effectively nonvolatile, meaning that the saturation ratios are very
high (Donahue, Trump, et al., 2011; Trump et al., 2016). For the Teflon walls, independent of any deposited
aerosol mass, we assume that the condensation sink is the collision frequency and that the deposition is
effectively irreversible, consistent with observations of semivolatile organics (Krechmer et al., 2016; Ye
et al., 2016). For these chambers, based on the surface to volume ratio, that gives a wall condensation sink
of 1/8 min−1 (McMurry & Grosjean, 1985). For the suspended particles, we need to know the Fuchs
corrected surface area, modified by the normal vapor speed and the mass accommodation coefficient
(Saleh, Hennigan, et al., 2013; Seinfeld & Pandis, 1998). After we stop injecting smoke and begin oxidation,
the Fuchs‐corrected surface area increases as the particles grow but decreases as the particles diffuse to the
Figure 8. Measured and calculated values required for estimating the total
SOA produced by accounting for SOA mass that is lost to the walls either
by condensing directly or by deposition as a particle. The experiment shown
as an example is the photooxidation of black spruce smoke (157‐1 from
Table 1). The top panel shows that injecting smoke causes an increase in
organic aerosol (green circles), and also an increase in the ratio of the sus-
pended condensation sink and the Teflon walls condensation sink (black
triangles). The middle panel shows the evolution of the mass spectra,
represented as the fraction of organic signal contributed by the ion C7H11
+,
fC7H11. Once aging begins and SOA condenses (black vertical line), fC7H11
decreases. The final plot on the bottom shows the evolution of the SOA
with time, described in section 3.3.
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walls. We use the method described in Sinha et al. (2017), who found a mass accommodation coefficient of
0.3 for particles in FLAME‐IV. We then calculate the mass of SOA condensation directly on the walls:
dSOAwalls ¼ dSOAparticles* CSwallsCSparticles (6)
Equation (6) shows that when the condensation sink of the suspended particles is high, the SOA lost to the
walls is small relative to the total SOA produced. The average ratio of the condensation sink for suspended
particles to the condensation sink of the Teflon walls for our experiments was 5, and thus, the correction of
vapors lost to the walls is small, typically 15% or less of dSOAparticles.
We obtain an upper limit for SOA produced by assuming that particles deposited to the walls remain in
equilibrium with the suspended particles via gas‐phase partitioning (the ω = 1 case). We show this correc-
tion with blue markers in Figure 10, which is a comparison between measured and modeled SOA, discussed
below. In this scenario, particles that have deposited on the wall grow as much as the observed particles that
are still suspended. This assumption can increase the calculated SOA by about a factor of 2.
With the wall condensation constrained, the sum of the SOA on the walls and the SOA condensed on the
particles represents the total SOA formed from the oxidized VOCs in the smog chamber. We show contribu-
tions to each reservoir in Figure 8 for the ω = 0 case. It should also be noted that for these experiments a
minimal amount of time (~15–45 min) was allowed between filling the chamber and perturbing it. This
was to reduce the amount of semivolatile vapors that would be absorbed into the Teflon walls.
3.4. OA Enhancement From Various Fuels and Perturbations
In Figure 9 we show the calculated OA enhancements for all the chamber experiments after 1.5 hr of aging.
We calculated the OA enhancements using equation (7):
Figure 9. Calculated OA enhancements are plotted versus the FLAME‐IV burn number (left column), and then the smog
chamber number (#‐1 or #‐2). Error bars indicate the standard error. OA enhancements are grouped by the perturbation
type, and then by fuel types. Nonconiferous canopy fuels are plotted first, and then black spruce, and ponderosa pine.
We calculated SOA formation using the decrease in fC7H11
+ as an indicator of new material condensing on the POA. We
also used the decrease in C2H4O2
+ relative to C7H11
+ to estimate the mass of levoglucosan that evaporated from the
particles. This is shown as a fraction of the initial OA mass as a gray bar in the column; this does not exclude other POA
evaporation.
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Dark control experiments, where we injected the smoke into both smog
chambers and then imposed no perturbation on one chamber, show very
little change in OA enhancement, on average OA enhancement = 0.998
with a standard deviation of 6%. Consistent with what was observed in
Figure 6 for f60, there may be a small decrease in OA mass that is poten-
tially within the precision of the method. Gray bars on the left of the
OA enhancement indicate the calculated mass that would volatilize if
the decrease in f60 was due to the volatilization of levoglucosan. This
may explain some of the decreased OA enhancements for dark experi-
ments. Broadly, the very small changes to the dark control experiments
confirm the method and also the value of our dual‐chamber experiments,
as the null reference is available to compare the perturbed experiment to,
for the same smoke simultaneously injected into both chambers
(Tkacik et al., 2017). We show the calculated mass of volatilized levoglu-
cosan as a fraction of the initial OA mass as gray bars in Figure 6 for
t = 1.5 hr. In all cases, the calculated mass loss due to evaporation of
levoglucosan was less than 5% of the initial OA in dilute smoke, though
presumably other species without fragments at m/z 60 contribute to
POA evaporation as well.
For HONO and UV experiments where OH radicals were used to age the
biomass burning aerosol from similar fuel sources, we observed a modest
OA enhancement, 1.17 ± 0.15, consistent with the condensation of SOA
(Tkacik et al., 2017). Within experiments for a given fuel type (e.g., pon-
derosa pine) and the same perturbation (UV, HONO, or O3) the enhance-
ment was highly variable, again confirming the importance of burn‐to‐burn variability. On average,
experiments where ozone was added had a higher OA enhancement, 1.48 ± 0.67. One ozone experiment
where ocote was burned had a very high OA enhancement, close to 3. This was largely driven by the fact that
very little initial OA was injected into the chamber (see Table 1 and the Supportin Information discussion).
In the presence of >500 ppb of ozone, 66% of the measured monoterpene concentration had reacted after
1.5 hr. For an OH oxidation experiment, it took 3.8 hr to react away 66% of the measured monoterpenes.
Thus, for the ozone experiments, we would expect that more ozone‐reactive SOA precursors would have
been oxidized after 1.5 hr, producing the larger OA enhancement.
While on average these OA enhancements are smaller than those reported by Hennigan et al. (2011) from
FLAME‐III (1.7 ± 0.7), this is consistent with the lesser extent of aging employed during our FLAME‐IV
experiments that used a shorter total aging time to reduce the effects of wall losses. This is consistent with
the lower f44 and f43 values for these experiments compared to those of Hennigan et al. (2011), shown in
Figure 6. In Figure 2 from Hennigan et al. (2011), an SOA formation time series is shown to end after 4 hr
with an OA enhancement of ~2.8, one of the higher OA enhancements reported in that work. At a time
comparable to those used in this work, 1.5 hr, Figure 2 from Hennigan et al. (2011) shows an OA enhance-
ment of ~1.5, similar to the high OA enhancements reported in this work for a similar aging time. The OA
enhancements reported in this work are on average 18% lower than OA enhancements reported in Tkacik
et al. (2017) for the same smog chamber experiments. This is because Tkacik et al. (2017) used later end
points when possible. We selected the shorter aging period for this work to allow the comparison of gas‐
and particle‐phase data, some of which are not available for the full duration of each experiment. The
OA enhancements reported by Hennigan et al. (2011) were at the end of the experiments, after roughly
5 hr of oxidation with an average OH concentration of ~0.2–1 × 107molecules cm−3. Our measurements
report the state of aging after ~1.5 hr at similar OH concentrations. In some cases, another fire was started
in the same room as our smog chambers, which was readily detected as a contamination source in our
chambers. We discarded any contaminated data; all plots indicating after aging refer to ~1.5 hr of aging
for consistency.
Figure 10. SOA mass predicted using speciated and scaled VOC measure-
ments is plotted versus SOA mass observed in AMS measurements using
the C7H11
+ (m/z 95.086) POA tracer. Blue symbols indicate SOA mass cal-
culated assuming that particles on the wall are in equilibrium with the
suspended particles. Red symbols indicate SOA mass calculated assuming
an irreversible condensation sink on the wall of 1/8 min−1. The error bars
on the red points indicate the SOA mass that would result from assuming
that after SOA condenses on the particle, the probability of a particle
bouncing off the AMS vaporizer goes from 0 to 50%. Symbol shapes indicate
the aging perturbation used in that experiment.
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3.5. Predicting the Amount of SOA Formed
Biomass combustion produces abundant VOC emissions in addition to POA. Some of these VOCs are the
result of incomplete combustion (e.g., benzene and toluene), and some are present in the fuel itself and vola-
tilized by the heat of combustion, but otherwise unaltered (e.g., terpenoids; Hays et al., 2002; Reid et al.,
2005; Schauer et al., 2001). Regardless of their origin, some of these VOCs can be oxidized to produce
SOA. Emissions of unburnt VOCs are significantly higher from folial mass and green wood than from dried
firewood (Stockwell et al., 2015). Hatch et al. (2015) reported the composition and abundance of over 400
volatile organic compounds for four of the fuels we used for our aging experiments, based on GC × GC‐
TOFMS analysis of cartridge samples from FLAME‐IV.
We observed that absolute emissions from a given fuel type varied from burn to burn, but the relative com-
position of different vapors—the fingerprint of a given fuel type—was more stable (e.g., Figure S2 in Hatch
et al. (2015)). Our actual burn conditions for a given fuel type were consistent with respect to ignition and
staging. For this reason we used a tracer molecule that we could measure accurately and precisely in each
smog chamber with the real‐time PTR‐MS and estimated the full emissions based on the average emission
fingerprint measured via offline.
Here we use toluene as the tracer for a given burn because it can bemeasured precisely with the PTR‐MS and
analysis of the offline GC × GC‐TOFMS samples showed that there were no significant interfering isomers
that would interfere with the PTR‐MS measurements of toluene. Broadly, we can divide the VOC emissions
into intrinsic compounds present in the fuel in the first place that are volatilized during the burn, including
monoterpenes, but also derived compounds such as toluene that are likely pyrolysis products of the combus-
tion. It is possible that the emissions from these two classes depend differently on burn conditions. Although
we controlled those conditions carefully, differences in combustion temperatures and rates may shift the
ratio of pyrogenic versus biogenic VOCs between fires in this work and likely will shift them in less
controlled conditions. Therefore, we do not recommend using toluene as a general tracer for VOC emissions
from biomass combustion.
Here we will assume that the composition of the volatile emissions from a given fuel—the set of concentra-
tion ratios—is more stable for any given fuel type than the absolute emissions, given that our burn protocol
was consistent. We will thus use the average composition from Hatch et al. (2015) as the emission profile for
a given fuel type and normalize that to the initial toluene measured in our PTR‐MS for a given experiment.
This allows us to estimate the speciated, initial VOC mass present in the smog chambers for
each experiments.
We also use the PTR‐MS measurement of toluene to estimate the OH exposure after perturbation (equa-
tion (1); Hennigan et al., 2011; Heringa et al., 2011) for each smog chamber experiment. To estimate the
amount of SOA produced by a VOC for each experiment—the sum of which will be the total SOA produc-
tion—we must know the SOA yield and the reaction rate constants with OH. For some of the VOCs quanti-
fied by Hatch et al., we can use the literature value from Atkinson and Arey (2003). For others, we follow the
suggestions of Hatch et al. (2015), who proposed estimates based on structural and functional similarities
with VOCs found in the literature. The SOA yield for each VOC is established similarly with an important
caveat: SOA is assumed to be nonvolatile. This is a large source of potential error in the SOA estimation.
For example, the effective SOA yield of α‐pinene oxidation can vary from 0.07 to 0.3 as a result the volatility
distribution of its oxidation products and the OAmass concentration (Presto et al., 2005; Presto & Donahue,
2006). NOx can also affect the volatility distribution of SOA products (Kari et al., 2017; Presto et al., 2005).
Neither of these effects are considered in this analysis; we use a simple effective SOA yield parameter where
the product of VOCmass reacted and SOA yield is equal to the SOA produced. Similarly, representative SOA
yields reaction rate constants were applied to the compounds in the emission inventory of Hatch et al.
(2015). While a more accurate accounting of physical constants would certainly be beneficial, these assump-
tions serve to show fairly good agreement between predicted and measured SOA. The full table of represen-
tative rate constants and assumed yields from Hatch et al. (2015) and used in this work is available in
Table S2.
In summary, we calculated OH exposure from the decay of toluene for each experiment. We then scaled the
fuel‐dependent emission profile from Hatch et al. (2015) by the initial toluene concentration measured in
each smog chamber and then calculated the amount reacted using literature rate constants and best
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estimates. Finally, we multiplied the mass of VOC reacted by a scalar SOA yield, which is assumed to be
independent of chemistry or product volatility. That mass divided by initial OA measured at the beginning
of the experiment is the predicted SOA yield for each OH aging experiment.
For ozonolysis experiments, we assumed compounds with carbon‐carbon double bonds (principally
monoterpenes) were all oxidized. One important caveat of this method is the relatively slow reaction of
terminal double bonds, present in two of the 10 monoterpenes measured in these emissions. This term-
inal carbon double bond reacts ~30 times slower with ozone than an internal double carbon bond
(Atkinson & Arey, 2003). For black‐spruce emissions, camphene, which has a terminal carbon double
bond, constitutes roughly 30% of the monoterpenes measured. PTR‐MS measurements show that for
ozonolysis experiments, the total monoterpene signal decreases rapidly before seeming to plateau at
30% of the initial signal, whereas our simplified model of the ozonolysis experiments predicts no mono-
terpene signal should remain. As pointed out by Hatch et al. (2017), this may also be due to the presence
of other VOCs, which are detected in the PTR‐MS at m/z 137, that is, bornyl acetate. Bornyl acetate was
observed in black‐spruce emissions by GC × GC‐TOFMS and is effectively nonreactive toward ozone
(Hatfield & Huff Hartz, 2011).
3.5.1. Comparing Mass of SOA Formed to Mass of SOA Expected From VOC Oxidation
In Figure 10 we compare the predicted and measured SOA mass for the various biomass burning smog‐
chamber experiments. We show the measured SOA for the ω = 1 scenario (blue) and the ω = 0 case with
the wall‐loss correction described in section 3.3 (red). The error bars on the red markers indicate the possible
SOA mass measured for a range of AMS collection efficiencies between 1 (our best guess, shown as the
marker) and 0.5 (the lower limit, shown as the error bar). The predicted SOA agrees to within about a factor
of 2 of the estimated SOA. For the SOA prediction scenario with the highest yield, ω = 1, the predicted SOA
mass is on average 67% higher than the observed SOA. However, the uncertainty in the AMS collection effi-
ciency spans the 1:1 line betweenmeasured and predicted SOA. Further, although biogenic emission profiles
may be similar for the same fuel from burn to burn, the ratio of pyrogenic versus evaporative, biogenic emis-
sions may vary widely from fire to fire (Tkacik et al., 2017). Consequently, our scaling of emission factors
based on measured toluene is likely uncertain to at least a factor of 2.
The modest overprediction is especially interesting given that some lower volatility compounds were biased
low in the Hatch et al. (2015) inventory (Hatch et al., 2017). Although the dual adsorbents in the adsorption‐
thermal desorption cartridges used to generate the VOC inventory enable collection of organic gases with a
broad range of volatilities, a multi‐instrument comparison indicates that the desorption cartridges may have
undersampled oxygenated species (Hatch et al., 2017). These oxygenated species constitute the majority of
intermediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs) present in biomass burning emissions (Hatch et al.,
2017). IVOCs have a saturation concentration, C*, between 300 and 106 μg/m3 (e.g., alkanes C12–C22 and
polyaromatic hydrocarbons with three or four rings) and are thought to contribute significantly to SOA for-
mation in petroleum combustion emissions (Donahue et al., 2012; Presto et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2014).
Although the oxygenated IVOCs may not have been accurately measured, we show that the VOC inventory
presented in Hatch et al. (2015) allows for prediction of SOA formation in our smog‐chamber experiments to
within a factor of 2. This good agreement using a VOC inventory that underestimates IVOC‐generated SOA
can be explained two ways. The IVOCsmay have produced relatively little SOAmass, or they may have been
lost during smoke transfer to the smog chambers, despite the heated, chemically passivated, and smoke‐
conditioned transfer lines (Tkacik et al., 2017).
In either case, the majority of the SOA mass in these experiments, and similar smog‐chamber experiments
using biomass burning emissions from undried fuels still containing abundant volatiles such as terpenes, can
be explained by the measured VOC SOA precursors. For grasses and agricultural cuttings where less well‐
studied VOC precursors (e.g., furans) were the prevalent source of SOA, less than 5 μg/m3 SOA mass was
predicted or measured (Table 1). Low OA mass loadings in these experiments may minimize the effect of
the poorly constrained SOA yield of these compounds (Hatch et al., 2017).
The variability in the biomass burning OA enhancements between burns in these experiments can largely be
explained by variability in those precursors rather than necessitating the inclusion of unmeasured species such
as intermediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs; Grieshop, Donahue, & Robinson, 2009; Zhao et al.,
2014). The variability ultimately relates to burn conditions and fuels. However, the uncertainty in the model‐
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measurement comparison is at least a factor of 2, and sowe cannot rule out a
significant role for IVOC oxidation in the total SOA formation.
3.5.2. Fuel‐Dependent Sources of SOA
3.5.2.1. Coniferous Canopy Fuels
We show the predicted SOAmass contribution of individual VOCs from a
black‐spruce smoke aging experiment in Figure 11. The precursors are
colored by their chemical class. Biogenic compounds (mostly terpenoids)
are green, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are blue, branched aromatics
are purple, oxygenated aromatics (including phenol and guaiacol) are red,
and furans are yellow. The black traces show the same data but as a cumu-
lative fraction, plotted on the right axis. More than 40% of the SOA pro-
duced is predicted to come from oxidation of monoterpenes. This stands
in contrast to aging experiments by Bruns et al. (2016) and Tiitta et al.
(2016) using dried logwood smoke from a residential woodstove. They
observed good agreement between measured SOA mass and predictions
based on the oxidation of mostly pyrogenic VOCs, that is, benzene,
naphthalene, and toluene. Tiitta et al. (2016) and Bruns et al. (2016) stu-
died a more controlled form of combustion and burned only dried hard-
wood, and they did not observe any monoterpene emissions. In our
experiments with coniferous canopy fuels (e.g., black spruce and ponder-
osa pine) we burned freshly harvested whole branches with foliage. The mass of the branches was domi-
nated by needles with comparatively little mass of bark or wood in the twigs. In addition, in nearly every
experiment, the needles dominated actual fuel consumption and the branches were minimally burned.
For these fire conditions, which may be representative of some crown fires, the emissions from monoter-
penes are critical for predicting the SOA formation potential.
The GC × GC‐TOFMS measurements of the smoke emissions allowed Hatch et al. (2015) to identify dozens
of individual monoterpenes. In contrast, other experiments measuring monoterpenes using only PTR‐MS
measurements cannot rule out other species producing signal atm/z 137 (i.e., bornyl acetate) andmust make
assumptions about monoterpene speciation, which affects their reactivity with OH and O3 and their SOA
yields. Grieshop, Logue, et al. (2009) represented all of the monoterpenes as α‐pinene. We assessed this sim-
plification by comparing the SOA predicted from our speciated measurements with the SOA predicted when
representing all of the monoterpenes as α‐pinene. Our detailed model predicts that α‐pinene is responsible
for less than one quarter of the monoterpene‐derived SOA; however, the net error caused by representing all
monoterpenes as α‐pinene is relatively small, supporting the approach of Grieshop, Logue, et al. (2009),
especially for fires with needle‐rich fuels. For the OH oxidation experiments, the simplified model gives
6% less SOAmass than the fully speciated model that uses the GC × GC‐TOFMS measurements as emission
profiles for each fuel. For the ozonolysis experiments, the simplified model gives 15% more SOA mass.
The speciation was important however for explaining temporal trends in unspeciated monoterpene signal
measured by the PTR‐MS at m/z 137. In cases such as black‐spruce‐
derived smoke, where less reactive monoterpenes (e.g., camphene) or bor-
nyl acetate were abundant, the m/z 137 signal decayed more slowly than
one would expect if all the signal atm/z 137 was from α‐pinene (Atkinson
& Arey, 2003; Hatch et al., 2017). Thus, the effectiveness of calculating
SOA production assuming that PTR‐MS measured signal at m/z 137 is
from α‐pinene is an example of cancelation of errors. The validity of this
assumption needs to be tested across a more comprehensive sample of
biomass burning emissions.
Figure 11 also shows that incomplete combustion products, classified as
substituted aromatics and polyaromatic hydrocarbons, are the next largest
contributor to the SOA after biogenic compounds. However, their contri-
bution is small relative to the monoterpenes for these foliar fuels. Not
shown on this plot are the other 350+ VOCs that were quantified by
GC × GC‐TOFMS and modeled. Using the model, a minimum of 75
Figure 11. Predicted SOA mass using speciated VOC measurements, fol-
lowing the aging of black spruce smoke by OH oxidation. The colored bars
show the absolute SOA mass. The right axis (black circles) shows the frac-
tion of the cumulative SOA predicted to be formed, ~20 μg/m3. Although
only twenty VOC species are shown on the plot, over 400 total species were
identified and quantified by Hatch et al. (2015).
Figure 12. The cumulative SOA formed by each VOC for the aging of
ponderosa pine smoke. The left axis is the cumulative SOA formed and the
right shows the fraction of total SOA predicted. The coloring scheme is the
same as in Figure 11.
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VOCs are needed to explain 90% of the SOAmass formed. Figure 12 shows
a similar distribution of SOA precursors for ponderosa pine smoke. More
than 50% of the SOA formed was due to monoterpenes. Although other
work has suggested that ponderosa pine fires emit more VOCs and
therefore are likely to generate more SOA than black spruce, we observed
large experiment‐to‐experiment variability (Hennigan et al., 2011). In
experiments using black spruce smoke and UV lights (n = 5), the average
OA enhancement and one standard deviation was 1.17 ± 0.17. The highest
measured OA enhancement of these five black spruce smoke, UV‐lights
experiments was 1.49 and the lowest was 1.04; see Table 1. This degree
of variability is consistent with the observations of Stockwell et al.
(2014) that emission factors for VOCs for the same nominal fuel could
vary ~40% from burn to burn during FLAME‐IV.
3.5.2.2. Wiregrass
We observed very little SOA production from the aging of smoke from
wiregrass. In Figure 13 we show the VOC‐specific and cumulative SOA
formed from the modeled aging of wiregrass smoke, using the same
convention as Figure 11 described above. We predict just 1 μg/m3 of SOA compared to 15 μg/m3 from black
spruce smoke. This is likely due to a combination of smaller emission rates and variable amounts of total
smoke injected. Monoterpenes are much less abundant in wiregrass smoke and so contribute much less to
SOA production compared to the coniferous canopy smoke. Consequently, oxygenated aromatics are rela-
tively more important. The oxygenated aromatics may be the product of cellulose or lignin combustion
(Collard & Blin, 2014). Cellulose is a naturally occurring polymer and its structure includes linked glucose
monomers (C6H10O5) (Pettersen, 1984). Combustion of glucose has been shown to form furans, for example,
Figure 13, as well as oxygenated aromatics (Paine et al., 2008).
3.6. Trends in Oxidized VOCs With Aging
In addition to the oxidation of SOA precursors, we also measured the
production of small oxidized VOCs that do not form SOA. Acetone was
measured in real time by the PTR‐MS at m/z 59 [M + H+]. GC × GC‐
TOFMS also measured two additional isomers, which would also be
detected by the PTR‐MS at m/z 59, propanal and 2‐propen‐1‐ol. Acetone
is much more abundant in the fresh smoke; the other two isomers com-
bined comprised were on average 1/6th the mass of acetone. In
Figure 14, we report here the change in ion signal atm/z 59 using the cali-
bration for acetone and risk overreporting changes in acetone concentra-
tion by not accounting for the potential the isomers. We believe this to be
a good assumption because (a) acetone is a more favorable product of oxi-
dation (more stable) and (b) it is more abundant in the measurements of
fresh biomass burning.
Figure 14 shows the increase in acetone that resulted from the aging of
biomass burning aerosol as a function of OH exposure. The markers are
colored by the calculated OH concentration and the marker shapes indi-
cate the type of perturbation in the smog chamber. There is a positive cor-
relation between OH exposure and the increase in acetone measured by
the PTR‐MS. A least squares fit of the increase in the acetone versus the
natural log of the OH exposure has an R2 = 0.34. This suggests that regard-
less of fuel, there is a consistent production of acetone when biomass
burning smoke is aged by OH radicals, consistent with past ambient
observations of aged smoke plumes (Holzinger et al., 2005; Karl et al.,
2007). This correlation in acetone enhancement is notable in part due to
the lack of correlation we observed comparing OH exposure to other oxi-
dized VOCs measured by the PTR‐MS, including methanol, formalde-
hyde, or acetaldehyde. Oxidized VOCs have previously been proposed as
Figure 13. The cumulative SOA formed by each VOC for the aging of wire-
grass smoke. The left axis is the cumulative SOA formed and the right shows
the fraction of total SOA predicted. The coloring scheme is the same as in
Figure 11.
Figure 14. The difference in acetone concentrations measured by the PTR‐
MS before and after aging correlates well with OH exposure. OH concen-
tration was calculated using the decay of toluene and a pseudo‐first‐order
reaction rate law. An offset exponential function was fit to guide the eye: the
change in acetone concentration as a result of aging
(ppbv) = 0.126 + 0.00637 *[OH exposure]0.243.
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an indicator for SOA formation; however, this work shows a strong correlation with OH exposure, rather
than SOA formation (Lee et al., 2006). Our observations are consistent with work that shows the production
of acetone during photodegradation of SOA (Lee et al., 2006; Malecha & Nizkorodov, 2016). However, our
dark ozonolysis experiments also generated some acetone, consistent with SOA formation also yielding
acetone as a by‐product (Pan et al., 2009).
4. Conclusions
Measurements of OA mass enhancement in ambient biomass burning plumes are highly variable. We
investigated SOA formation and multiphase POA oxidation in smoke from the open burning of various
whole biomass fuels representative of canopy and grassland fires, using aging experiments in a dual smog‐
chamber system. We only observed significant OA enhancement from fuels representing canopy fires.
These fresh fuels were dominated by foliage (needles) containing significant amounts of volatile precursors
such as monoterpenes, in contrast to some other studies in the literature that focused on dried fuels in rela-
tively controlled combustors (Bruns et al., 2016; Czech et al., 2017). We have found that in the controlled
environment of a smog chamber, the OA enhancement following aging of the smoke can be predicted to
within about a factor of 2 using a comprehensive fuel‐specific VOC emission inventory that is scaled to
the toluene concentration in a specific burn. We did not observe significant mass loss associated with
POA volatilization in these experiments during the aging stage subsequent to the dilution caused by injec-
tion into the chamber.
We also found that for simulated coniferous‐canopy smoke (which, in our experiments, was mainly from the
combustion of fresh needles), biogenic VOCs (e.g., monoterpenes) were significant precursors for SOA pro-
duction. This is in contrast to the findings of Bruns et al. (2016) and Tiitta et al. (2016), who could predict the
SOA formation from fuel‐wood‐burning emissions using mostly pyrogenic VOCs (e.g., benzene, naphtha-
lene, and toluene). These differences underscore the highly variable nature of SOA formation in biomass
smoke: for fresh needle burning, biogenic VOCs appear to be dominant class of precursors; for the wiregrass
fires, furans were the most important precursors; and, for fuel‐wood fires, aromatics were the most impor-
tant (Bruns et al., 2016). The relative importance of precursors will also likely vary by fuel moisture and com-
bustion conditions. Because the fresh folial fuels were rich in VOCs, we found agreement between the
predicted and measured OA enhancements to within a factor of 2; if anything, the model tended to predict
slightly more SOA than we observed. The VOCs measured were sufficient to account for the variability in
observed SOA mass in many experiments, despite evidence of a negative bias toward oxygenated VOCs in
the Hatch et al. (2015) inventory (Hatch et al., 2017). We do not rule out a contribution to the SOA from
IVOC oxidation, but the contributions from more volatile organic species are dominant in these experi-
ments. Our results agree with those of Hatch et al. (2015) and show that open‐burning biomass emissions
require a more careful investigation of biogenic VOCs innate to the fuel. Given that most of the OA enhance-
ment in these experiments can be explained by oxidation of VOC SOA precursors, we propose that future
work should focus on determining VOC emission profiles and their consistency from the same fuel type
(Hatch et al., 2017). Developing parameterizations for VOC emission profiles from the open burning of bio-
mass fuels under different combustion conditions will improve predictions of the production of OA during
atmospheric evolution of smoke plumes.
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